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Article abstract
Musics, Cuits and Indian Society in Reunion Island
The two authors, one of whom is an ethnologist, the other an
ethnomusicologist, focus their study on the Indian society of Reunion Island,
and on the linkages between their cuits and their music. Their analysis is based
on fieldwork carried out during the last ten years. Through the alternate
perspective of their disciplines, they try to better understand the social
foundations of musical phenomena and how the study of the social use of
music can bring a better understanding of the complexity of the social. Amidst
legacies that characterize creole worlds, Indian music and cuits divide Reunion
territory according to the values and the beliefs of emerging groups. Religious
music, ils style and aesthetics correspond to these values. This is why music,
just as cuit, may be considered as status as well as identity indicators. The
authors conclude with a discussion of how the recent rise of Afro-Malagasi
maloya shows that certain Indian traits are integrated in this musical
expression and of the new relationship that Reunion people of contemporary
Indian descent share with music and cuit.
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